Ye lorde and ladies, the City of Albuquerque and Society for Creative Anachronism are most humbled to present the 2015 Albuquerque Renaissance Faire.

**Event Details**
- The fee to participate as a market vendor is $50, which includes, a 10x10 canopy, 8’ table, and two chairs.
- Estimated attendance 5,000 people
- Located at the Anderson-Abruzzo Albuquerque International Balloon Museum

Do not pay fee until you have received a confirmation email stating you have been accepted to vend at the Albuquerque Renaissance Faire.

Submittal of application does not guarantee participation in the event. The City of Albuquerque reserves the right to select vendors it deems appropriate for any given event. Priority is given first to local artisans and craftsmen. Corporate participation is limited to paid sponsorships. Factors involved in the decision include, but are not limited to: quality of product, quality of presentation, uniqueness, clarity of application, past performance and presentation at City sponsored events.
The fee to participate is $50

Please do not pay the fee until you have received a confirmation email confirming you have been accepted to vend at the Albuquerque Renaissance Faire.

Business Name: ___________________________________ Contact Name: ________________________________

Phone: (____)___________ E-mail: ______________________________________

Description of products and display: ______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Attach Photos of Items

Please have applications returned no later than March 20, 2015.

Return form to:
Mail to:
Cultural Services Department
Special Events – Renaissance Faire
PO Box 1293
Albuquerque, NM 87103

Fax to:
(505) 768-2846

Email to:
bortiz@cabq.gov

Questions:
(505) 768-3452

Submittal of application does not guarantee participation in the event. The City of Albuquerque reserves the right to select vendors it deems appropriate for any given event. Priority is given first to local artisans and craftsmen. Corporate participation is limited to paid sponsorships. Factors involved in the decision include, but are not limited to: quality of product, quality of presentation, uniqueness, clarity of application, past performance and presentation at City sponsored events.